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Citigroup Inc. (NYSE: C)
January 16 2009

Citi Reports Fourth Quarter Net Loss of $8.29 Billion, Loss Per Share of $1.72
Net Loss from Continuing Operations of $12.14 Billion, Loss Per Share of $2.44,
Primarily Due to Write-Downs and Losses in Securities and Banking, Higher Credit Losses,
Additions to Loan Loss Reserves, and Restructuring Costs Related To Headcount Reductions
Progress on Lowering Expenses, Headcount and Assets
Continued Capital and Structural Liquidity Strength
Full Year 2008 Revenues of $52.8 Billion, Net Loss of $18.72 Billion

New York, NY, January 16, 2009 — Citigroup Inc. (NYSE: C) today reported a net loss for the 2008 fourth quarter of
$8.29 billion, or $1.72 per share, based on 5,347 million shares outstanding. Revenues of $5.6 billion were affected by
write-downs and losses in Securities and Banking. Results also include $6.1 billion in net credit losses and a $6.0 billion
net loan loss reserve build.
For the full year 2008, Citigroup reported a net loss of $18.72 billion, or $3.88 per share. See Schedule C for full year
business segment results.
Key Items
Results reflect the negative impact from $7.8 billion in revenue marks in Securities and Banking, a $5.3 billion
downward credit value adjustment on derivative positions, excluding monolines, $2.5 billion of losses in private equity
and equity investments, $2.0 billion of restructuring costs, and a $6.0 billion net loan loss reserve build.
Deposit base remained stable compared to the third quarter 2008 despite the challenging environment.
Net interest margin increased 73 basis points versus the fourth quarter 2007.
Expenses excluding restructuring and repositioning charges were down 4% since the third quarter 2008 and 14%
since the fourth quarter 2007.
Headcount reduced by approximately 29,000 since the third quarter 2008 and approximately 52,000 in the full year
2008.
Increased capital position by issuing $45 billion of preferred stock and warrants to the U.S. Treasury as part of the
TARP. The Tier 1 capital ratio was approximately 11.8%.
Closed sales of the German retail banking operations and Citi Global Services Limited for after-tax gains of $3.9
billion and $192 million, respectively.
The loss sharing program with the U.S. Government, closed on January 15, 2009, reduces risk and lowers the regulatory
capital requirement on $301 billion of covered assets. Additionally, Citi closed on the issuance of $7.1 billion of
liquidation preference perpetual preferred stock and warrants to the U.S. Treasury and FDIC.
On January 13, 2009, Citi announced the Morgan Stanley Smith Barney Joint Venture. Citi will exchange Smith Barney
for a 49% stake in the JV and a $2.7 billion cash payment. Upon closing, expected to occur in the second half of 2009,
this transaction will result in a pre-tax gain of approximately $9.5 billion (approximately $5.8 billion after-tax), an increase
to tangible common equity of approximately $6.5 billion and an increase to Tier 1 capital of approximately $6.4 billion.
Management Comment
"Our results continued to be depressed by an unprecedented dislocation in capital markets and a weak economy.
However, a number of our core customer franchises continued to perform well as Citi's customers remain active and
engaged with us. We continued to make progress on our primary goal in 2008—which was to get fit. We significantly
strengthened Tier 1 and structural liquidity, we reduced our balance sheet, expenses, and headcount. We also made
significant progress in reducing risk from our balance sheet. Our legacy assets declined to approximately $300 billion,
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over $300 billion of assets are now covered by a loss sharing arrangement, and we added $14 billion to our loan loss
reserves. We expect reduced volatility from marks in 2009 as a result of actions we've taken to reduce risk, and
reclassify certain securities and loans from trading and available or hold for sale to hold to maturity or held for
investment.
"Today, we announced that we would separate the company, for management purposes, into two separate businesses
—Citicorp and Citi Holdings. We are setting out a clear roadmap to restore profitability and enable us to focus on
maximizing the value of Citi and strengthening TCE.
"We are committed to helping the financial markets recover as quickly as possible. To accelerate that recovery Citi is
putting the TARP capital it has received to work to support the U.S. economy and consumers - expanding the flow of
credit to U.S. households and businesses responsibly and on competitive terms.
"I want to recognize the hundreds of thousands of Citi colleagues who have kept their focus on our clients and our
business throughout what has been an enormously disruptive and distracting period in our industry. Despite
unprecedented turbulence in the global financial markets, they have conducted themselves with the highest
professionalism and integrity. Because of their work and dedication, I have no doubt we will emerge from the current
environment stronger, smarter, and better positioned to realize the full earnings power of this great franchise," said
Vikram Pandit, Chief Executive Officer of Citi.
FOURTH QUARTER SUMMARY
Revenues were $5.6 billion, down 13%. Revenues across all businesses reflect the impact of a difficult economic
environment and weak capital markets.
Global Cards GAAP revenues declined 27%, mainly due to lower securitization results in North America, the
absence of a $584 million pre-tax gain on Visa and MasterCard shares recorded in the prior-year period, and the
impact of foreign exchange. Global Cards managed revenues declined 6%. Average managed loans declined
2%, due to lower purchase sales in North America and the impact of foreign exchange. North America managed
revenues increased 4%.
Consumer Banking revenues declined 22%, driven by a 47% decline in investment sales, lower mortgage
servicing revenue, the impact of foreign exchange, lower volumes and spread compression.
In the Institutional Clients Group, Securities and Banking revenues were negative $10.6 billion, mainly due to net
losses and write-downs of $7.8 billion (see detail in Schedule D), a $5.3 billion downward credit value adjustment
on derivative positions, excluding monolines, as well as losses of $2.5 billion in private equity and equity
investments.
Transaction Services revenues were up 4% to $2.4 billion, reflecting double-digit revenue growth in Treasury and
Trade Solutions ("TTS"). Average deposits and other customer liability balances increased 5%, driven by North
America. Assets under custody declined 18%, principally due to declining equity markets.
Global Wealth Management revenues declined 18%, reflecting the adverse impact of market conditions on capital
markets and investment revenues, particularly in North America and Asia. Revenues also included an $87 million
write-down on auction rate securities related to the August 7, 2008 settlement. Average loans and deposits
declined 3% and 4%, respectively, and client assets under fee-based management declined 35%. The decline in
client assets under fee-based management was mainly due to lower asset valuations, reflecting declining market
values.
Operating expenses were $15.3 billion, down 5%, reflecting benefits from re-engineering efforts and the impact of
foreign exchange. Expenses included $2.0 billion in restructuring charges and a $563 million intangible asset
impairment charge related to Nikko Asset Management. Expenses in the prior-year period included $539 million in
repositioning charges and a $306 million Visa-related litigation reserve. Excluding all these items, expenses declined
16%.
Credit costs of $12.7 billion, up 66%, consisted mainly of $6.1 billion in net credit losses, a $6.0 billion net loan loss
reserve build, and $594 million of policyholder benefits and claims. Net credit losses increased $2.6 billion, primarily
driven by Consumer Banking and Cards in North America, and Securities and Banking. The incremental net loan loss
reserve build of $2.3 billion was mainly due to a $1.2 billion loan loss reserve build related to LyondellBasell recorded
in Securities and Banking. The increase in policyholder benefits and claims was due to a change in the accounting
estimate for future policy benefits in Primerica Financial Services.
Taxes. The effective tax rate on continuing operations was 44.6% versus 42.7% in the prior-year period. The current
quarter's taxes included a $994 million tax benefit related to the restructuring of the Japan Consumer Finance
operations.
Capital Position. During the quarter, Citi issued $45 billion of preferred stock and warrants to the U.S. Treasury as
part of the TARP. The Tier 1 capital ratio was approximately 11.8%.
Goodwill. In light of recent market and economic events and today's restructuring announcement, Citi is continuing
to review goodwill to determine whether an impairment results.
GLOBAL CARDS
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Revenues
Global Cards GAAP revenues declined 27%, mainly due to lower securitization results in North America, the
absence of a $584 million pre-tax gain on Visa and MasterCard shares recorded in the prior-year period, and the
impact of foreign exchange. Global Cards managed revenues declined 6%.
Average managed loans declined 2%, due to lower purchase sales in North America and the impact of foreign
exchange.
In North America, GAAP revenues declined 28%, as lower securitization revenues primarily reflected the impact
of higher credit losses in the securitization trusts. Managed revenues increased 4%, driven by a 97 basis point
increase in the managed net interest margin to 11.04%, partially offset by the absence of a prior-year gain on the
sale of MasterCard shares. The improvement in the managed net interest margin reflects higher interest and fee
revenues due to higher revolving balances, as well as lower cost of funds. Purchase sales declined 15%,
reflecting lower spending across nearly all portfolios. Average managed loans declined 1%, due to lower
purchase sales and balance transfer volumes, partially offset by a decline in payment rates across all portfolios.
In EMEA, revenues declined 5%, and purchase sales and average loans were down 21% and 7%, respectively,
as growth in revenues, sales and loans was more than offset by the impact of foreign exchange.
In Latin America, revenues declined 29%, due to the absence of a gain on Visa shares recorded in the prior-year
period, as well as the impact of foreign exchange. Purchase sales and average loans declined 15% and 13%,
respectively, also reflecting the impact of foreign exchange.
In Asia, revenues declined 31%, purchase sales were down 7% and average loans were up 1%, as growth in
revenues, sales and loans was more than offset by the impact of foreign exchange. The decline in revenues also
reflects the absence of a gain on Visa shares recorded in the prior-year period.
Expenses
Expenses declined 14%, primarily due to the absence of a $293 million Visa-related litigation reserve recorded in
the prior-year period, as well as the impact of foreign exchange. The decline in expenses was also driven by
lower compensation and marketing costs, reflecting a continued slowdown in acquisition marketing, partially
offset by a $127 million restructuring charge.
Credit Costs
In North America, credit costs increased 34%, reflecting higher net credit losses, up 37% or $242 million, and a
$172 million incremental net loan loss reserve build. Higher credit costs reflected a continued weakening of
leading credit indicators and trends in the macro-economic environment, including rising unemployment, higher
bankruptcy filings, and the housing market downturn. Higher credit costs also reflected a significant increase in
the rate at which customers became delinquent, as well as the continued acceleration in the rate at which
delinquent customers advanced to write-off. The managed net credit loss ratio increased 268 basis points to
6.98% in the Citi branded portfolio and 340 basis points to 9.86% in the retail partners portfolio.
In EMEA, credit costs increased $328 million, reflecting higher net credit losses, up $154 million, and a $174
million incremental net loan loss reserve build. Higher credit costs reflected the impact of purchase accounting
adjustments recorded in the prior-year period relating to the Egg acquisition, as well as continued credit
deterioration in the UK, Spain, and Greece. The net credit loss ratio increased 445 basis points to 5.17%.
In Latin America, credit costs increased 89%, reflecting higher net credit losses, up 37% or $115 million, and a
$231 million incremental net loan loss reserve build. Higher credit costs were driven by continued deterioration in
the credit environment in Mexico and Brazil. The net credit loss ratio increased 517 basis points to 14.18%.
In Asia, credit costs increased 54%, reflecting higher net credit losses, up 32% or $39 million, and a $46 million
incremental net loan loss reserve build. Higher credit costs reflected continued deterioration, primarily in India.
The net credit loss ratio increased 96 basis points to 4.02%.
Net Income
The $610 million net loss was mainly driven by the significant increase in credit costs.
CONSUMER BANKING
Revenues declined 22%, driven by a 47% decline in investment sales, lower mortgage servicing revenue, the impact of
foreign exchange, lower volumes and spread compression. The decline in investment sales was driven by a general
slowdown in global capital market activities. Average loans and deposits were down 6% and 7%, respectively. Expenses
declined 3%, as benefits from re-engineering efforts and the impact of foreign exchange more than offset $384 million in
restructuring charges. Credit costs increased 23% or $1.1 billion, reflecting a significant increase in net credit losses, up
$1.7 billion. Credit costs also included a $2.3 billion net loan loss reserve build, mainly in North America across all
portfolios, including additional reserves for increased numbers of loan modification adjustments to customer loans across
all product lines.
North America
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Revenues declined 21%, mainly driven by lower mortgage servicing revenue and the absence of gains on the
sale of assets. Average loans were down 5%, driven by a decline in residential real estate originations and loans,
and deposits were up 3%.
Credit costs increased 21% and included higher net credit losses, up $1.6 billion, and a $2.0 billion net loan loss
reserve build across all portfolios, including additional reserves for increased numbers of loan modification
adjustments to customer loans across all product lines. The loan loss reserve build was $766 million lower than
the prior-year period. Higher credit costs reflected a weakening of leading credit indicators, including a continued
rise in delinquencies in first and second mortgages, personal loans and auto loans. Credit costs also reflected
trends in the macro-economic environment, including housing market declines. The net credit loss ratio increased
222 basis points to 3.62%. The net loss of $2.2 billion was mainly driven by lower revenues, a $226 million
restructuring charge, and higher credit costs.
Europe, Middle East and Africa
Revenues declined 27%, as average loans and deposits were down 14% and 28%, respectively. The decline in
average deposits was primarily due to the impact of foreign exchange, as well as customer actions to align
deposits with government insurance programs, mainly in the UK. Investment sales and assets under
management declined mainly due to adverse market conditions.
Credit costs increased 3%, due to higher net credit losses, up 14% or $25 million. The net loan loss reserve build
of $83 million was $16 million lower than the prior-year period. Higher credit costs reflected continued credit
deterioration, particularly in Spain and Greece. The net credit loss ratio increased 95 basis points to 3.75%.
Lower revenues and the increase in credit costs led to a net loss of $233 million.
Latin America
Revenues decreased 27%, reflecting the impact of foreign exchange, the absence of a gain on Visa shares
recorded in the prior-year period, and the divestiture of the Chile Consumer Banking operations, which closed in
January 2008. Average loans and deposits were down 3% and 13%, respectively, due to the impact of foreign
exchange.
Credit costs nearly doubled, due to an increase in net credit losses, up 32% or $35 million, and a $94 million
incremental net loan loss reserve build. Higher credit costs reflected a continued deterioration in Mexico, Brazil,
and Colombia. The net credit loss ratio increased 108 basis points to 4.04%. Lower revenues and a significant
rise in credit costs led to a net loss of $76 million.
Asia
Excluding Japan Consumer Finance, revenues declined 20%, mainly driven by a significant decline in investment
revenues, as investment sales declined 83%, reflecting a continued decline in equity markets across Asia. The
declines in average loans and deposits of 12% and 9%, respectively, were mainly due to the impact of foreign
exchange. Credit costs more than doubled, driven by higher net credit losses, up 57% or $59 million, and a $71
million incremental net loan loss reserve build. Higher credit costs were mainly driven by continued deterioration
in the credit environment in India. The net credit loss ratio increased 66 basis points to 1.48%. Net income
declined 35% to $251 million.
In Japan Consumer Finance, revenues declined 47%, reflecting a decline in net interest revenues as the portfolio
continues to be managed down. Revenues also included a $174 million pre-tax charge to increase reserves for
estimated losses due to customer settlements. This compares to a $188 million pre-tax charge recorded in the
prior-year period. Net income of $545 million reflected a tax benefit of $750 million, mainly due to the
restructuring of legal vehicles.
INSTITUTIONAL CLIENTS GROUP
Securities and Banking
Securities and banking revenues were negative $10.6 billion due to substantial write-downs and losses.
Fixed income markets revenues of negative $13.4 billion reflected:
A $5.3 billion downward credit value adjustment on derivative positions, excluding monolines. The continued
disruption in the credit markets caused counterparty credit spreads to widen, while the TARP capital injection
contributed to the tightening of Citi's credit spreads. This unusual divergence led to the downward adjustment.
Net write-downs of $4.6 billion on sub-prime related direct exposures. These exposures on December 31,
2008, were comprised of approximately $2.0 billion of gross lending and structuring exposures and
approximately $12.0 billion of net ABS CDO super senior exposures (ABS CDO super senior gross exposures
of $ 18.9 billion). On September 30, 2008, these exposures were comprised of approximately $3.3 billion of
gross lending and structuring exposures and approximately $16.3 billion of net ABS CDO super senior
exposures (ABS CDO super senior gross exposures of $25.7 billion). See details in Schedule E.
Private equity and equity investments losses of $2.5 billion.
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Write-downs of $1.3 billion, net of hedges, on Alt-A mortgages.
Write-downs of $1.1 billion on SIV assets.
Write-downs of $991 million on commercial real estate positions.
Downward credit value adjustments of $897 million related to exposure to monoline insurers.
Write-downs of $307 million on ARS proprietary positions and $87 million on positions related to the August 7,
2008 settlement.
Negative revenues were partially offset by a $2.0 billion gain related to the inclusion of Citi's credit spreads in
the determination of the market value of those liabilities for which the fair value option was elected, as well as
strong revenues in the interest rate and currency trading business.
Equity markets revenues decreased by $1.4 billion to negative $650 million. Revenues generated in cash trading
and prime broker were offset by losses in derivatives, convertibles, and proprietary trading.
Lending revenues increased $1.1 billion to $2.1 billion, primarily driven by gains on credit default swap hedges,
partially offset by write-downs of $382 million, net of underwriting fees, on funded and unfunded highly leveraged
finance commitments.
Net investment banking revenues declined 79% to $275 million.
Advisory revenues were $236 million, down 57%, reflecting continued difficult market conditions.
Equity underwriting revenues were $26 million, down $435 million, reflecting continued volatility in the equity
markets and extremely low global volumes.
Debt underwriting revenues were $56 million, down 86%, primarily driven by net write-downs of $213 million
of highly leveraged finance commitments and lower market volumes overall.
North America results reflect write-downs on sub-prime related direct exposures, Alt-A mortgages, and
commercial real estate positions, as well as the negative effect from the downward credit value adjustment on
derivative positions, excluding monolines. Negative revenues were partially offset by gains on credit default swap
hedges and a strong performance in currency trading. EMEA revenues increased $4.8 billion, mainly because
sub-prime related direct exposures are now managed primarily in North America after being transferred in the
second quarter 2008 from EMEA to North America. EMEA revenues also reflected strong results in currency
trading as well as local markets sales and trading. Latin America revenues declined 31%, reflecting unfavorable
market conditions mainly related to equities trading and the mark-to-market impact of wider credit spreads,
partially offset by improvements in local markets sales and trading, and lending. Asia revenues declined $2.6
billion reflecting losses on proprietary investments and difficult market conditions, partially offset by strong
performance in rates and currencies.
Expenses decreased 12%, driven by a significant decrease in salary and incentive compensation due to
headcount reductions and cost cutting offset by a $563 million Nikko Asset Management intangible asset
impairment charge and a $457 million restructuring charge.
Credit costs increased significantly, mainly driven by a $2.1 billion incremental net loan loss reserve build. The
loan loss reserve build reflected a $1.5 billion incremental net build to loan loss reserves for specific
counterparties, which included $1.2 billion for LyondellBasell, as well as a $0.6 billion incremental net build to
reflect a general weakening in the corporate credit environment.
Transaction Services
Transaction Services revenues were up 4% to $2.4 billion, reflecting double-digit revenue growth in TTS. Average
deposits and other customer liability balances increased 5%, driven by North America. Assets under custody
declined 18% due to declining equity markets.
TTS revenues were up 15%, driven by growth in liabilities and new deal wins. Securities Services revenues
decreased 15%, mainly driven by lower assets under custody valuations and the impact of market disruption
on volumes and balances.
North America revenue growth of 26% was primarily due to higher interest revenues from balances. In EMEA,
revenues increased 5% driven largely by increased customer liability balances. Latin America revenues
declined by 1%. In Asia, revenues were down 8%, mainly due to the absence of a gain on Visa shares
recorded in the prior-year period. Revenues also reflected lower Securities Services fees due to a decline in
equity valuations and the impact of foreign exchange.
Expenses declined 2%, driven by headcount reduction and reengineering benefits, as well as the impact of
foreign exchange. Net income increased 8% to $721 million with strong growth in North America and EMEA.
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GLOBAL WEALTH MANAGEMENT
Global Wealth Management revenues declined 18%, reflecting the adverse impact of market conditions on capital
markets and investment revenues, particularly in North America and Asia. Revenues also included a $87 million
write-down related to the ARS settlement. Average loans and deposits declined 3% and 4%, respectively, and client
assets under fee-based management declined 35%. The decline in client assets under fee-based management was
mainly due to lower asset valuations reflecting negative market action.
In North America, revenues declined 13%, as lower investments and capital markets revenues due to difficult
market conditions were partially offset by an increase in banking and lending revenues. Average deposits grew
7%, driven by the re-balancing of customer portfolios into more liquid assets. In EMEA, revenues declined 16%,
mainly due to lower management fees and transactional revenue. In Latin America, revenues declined 36%, also
reflecting the impact of market conditions. In Asia, revenues declined 33%, as market conditions continued to be
challenging, leading to a significant decline in investments and capital markets revenues.
Expenses declined 2%, as lower compensation costs were partially offset by a $306 million restructuring charge.
Credit costs increased $160 million, driven by a $118 million incremental net loan loss reserve build, mainly in North
America residential mortgages. Net income declined significantly to $29 million.
CORPORATE/OTHER
Corporate/Other revenues of $254 million were mainly driven by a $263 million pre-tax gain on sale of Citi Global
Services Limited and effective hedging activities. The net loss of $421 million reflected higher expenses mainly due to
restructuring charges, and higher taxes held at Corporate.
DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
Discontinued operations income of $3.8 billion primarily reflected a $3.9 billion after-tax gain on the sale of Citi's German
retail banking operations, including the fourth quarter impact of a benefit of a currency hedge put in place post-signing.
A reconciliation of non-GAAP financial information contained in this press release is on page 16.

Gary Crittenden, Chief Financial Officer, will host a conference call today at 8:00 AM (EST). A live webcast of the presentation, as well as financial results and
presentation materials, will be available at http://www.citigroup.com/citigroup/fin. A replay of the webcast will be available at http://www.citigroup.com/citigroup
/fin/pres.htm. Dial-in numbers for the conference call are as follows: (877) 700-4194 in the U.S.; (706) 679-8401 outside of the U.S. The passcode for all
numbers is 78218371.
Citi, the leading global financial services company, has some 200 million customer accounts and does business in more than 100 countries, providing
consumers, corporations, governments and institutions with a broad range of financial products and services, including consumer banking and credit,
corporate and investment banking, securities brokerage, and wealth management. Citi's major brand names include Citibank, CitiFinancial, Primerica, Smith
Barney, Banamex, and Nikko. Additional information may be found at www.citigroup.com or www.citi.com.
Additional financial, statistical, and business-related information, as well as business and segment trends, is included in a Financial Supplement. Both the
earnings release and the Financial Supplement are available on Citi's website at www.citigroup.com or www.citi.com.
Certain statements in this document are "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act. These statements
are based on management's current expectations and are subject to uncertainty and changes in circumstances. Actual results may differ materially from
those included in these statements due to a variety of factors. More information about these factors is contained in Citigroup's filings with the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
Click here for the complete press release and summary financial information.
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